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Background: Failure to follow-up test results is a critical safety issue. The objective was to systematically review evidence quantifying the extent of failure to follow-up test results and the impact on patient outcomes.

Methods: The authors searched Medline, CINAHL, Embase, Inspec and the Cochrane Database from January 1990 to March 2010 for English-language articles which quantified the proportion of diagnostic tests not followed up for hospital patients. Four reviewers independently reviewed titles, abstracts and articles for inclusion.

Results: Twelve studies met the inclusion criteria and demonstrated a wide variation in the extent of the problem and the impact on patient outcomes. A lack of follow-up of test results for inpatients ranged from 20.04% to 61.6% and for patients treated in the emergency department ranged from 1.0% to 75% when calculated as a proportion of tests. Two areas where problems were particularly evident were: critical test results and results for patients moving across healthcare settings. Systems used to manage follow-up of test results were varied and included paper-based, electronic and hybrid paper-and-electronic systems. Evidence of the effectiveness of electronic test management systems was limited.

Conclusions: Failure to follow up test results for hospital patients is a substantial problem. Evidence of the negative impacts for patients when important results are not actioned, matched with advances in the functionality of clinical information systems, presents a convincing case for the need to explore solutions. These should include interventions such as on-line endorsement of results.

INTRODUCTION

The World Alliance for Patient Safety recently identified poor test follow-up as one of the major processes contributing to unsafe patient care.1 Failure to follow up test results increases the risk of missed or delayed diagnoses. This may produce suboptimal clinical outcomes2–8 with potential medicolegal implications.9–12 Clinicians are concerned that their test management practices are not systematic,7,15 and considerable variation exists.10,14,15 It has been claimed that information technology can improve this process, making it safer, easier and more systematic, reducing the risk of results being missed.6,16–18 Yet, evidence of its effective application in practice is limited.1,5,19 Managing the follow-up of diagnostic and radiological test results is a complex process.20–22 It entails information exchange between patients, doctors, nurses and laboratories using a combination of information systems, including paper-based, telephone and electronic systems, and involving a variety of policies and procedures. Multiple steps, players and information systems create an environment which increases the risk of errors.

There have been no published systematic reviews of the extent of the problem of failure to follow-up test results for hospital patients. Our aim was to review evidence which quantified the size of the problem and the impact on patient outcomes for hospital patients including patients attending the emergency department (ED).

METHODS

Data sources and searches

A literature search of the following databases was undertaken for English-language publications from January 1990 to March 2010: Medline; CINAHL; Embase; Inspec and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (Figure 1). Search terms were identified from keyword lists of core journal articles related to the research topic. Reference lists of articles which met the inclusion criteria were hand-searched. A web search using the Google Scholar search engine was completed to locate unindexed publications in press.
Study selection

Four researchers (JC, AG, JL, JW) individually screened titles and abstracts to determine eligibility. Studies which quantified the extent of the failure to follow-up laboratory or radiology test results for hospital inpatients or patients treated in the ED were included in the review. Failure to follow-up was defined as neglecting to document a follow-up of test results by the ordering physician or another provider. Studies examining laboratory or radiology departments’ failure to report critical results, uncommunicated pending results during handover or discharge summaries and physicians’ failure to communicate results to patients were excluded. Studies reporting physicians’ or patients’ perceived rates of failure to follow-up were excluded, as were studies which measured time to treatment or how rapidly test results were acted upon.

Data extraction

Eligible studies were independently reviewed (JC, AG, JL, JW), and discrepancies were resolved by further discussion until consensus was reached. Authors of papers were contacted when necessary for additional information.

RESULTS

Search results

Twelve studies met our inclusion criteria (table 1, available online only).

Study characteristics

Eight studies were conducted in the USA. Most study designs were medical record reviews, either retrospective or prospective. One study reviewed malpractice claims, while another retrospectively linked laboratory and pharmacy databases.

Hospital inpatients

Extent of failure to follow-up results and impact on inpatient outcomes

Seven studies examined the extent of failure to follow-up for hospital inpatients. Three reported aggregated results for inpatients or of tests under study. The extent of failure to follow-up was reported as a proportion of inpatients or from 1.0% to 22.9% of inpatients and from 20.04% to 61.9% when reported per test type. The range of test types included: urgent and critical laboratory results; abnormal actionable results pending at discharge; diagnostic imaging and elevated Thyroid Stimulating Hormone levels. A study of radiology follow-up using an email alert system for important but not urgent imaging findings reported that 20.0% (10 598/52 883) of electronic reports were not viewed by the referring physician.

Four of the seven studies reported the impact of failure to follow-up which included missed diagnoses of malignancy, hypothyroidism, hypothyroidism, osteoporosis, microbiological results which necessitated the starting or changing of antibiotic therapy, and positive serological test results for Helicobacter pylori.

Follow-up of critical laboratory results and results pending at discharge

There was wide variation in the three studies which examined follow-up of critical values which can be life-threatening.
threatening if action is not taken promptly. Kilpatrick and Holding assessed the effects of replacing telephone notification of urgent laboratory results with computer terminal access. They found that 529/1836 (28.8%) urgent biochemistry results during a 6-month period were never accessed electronically. Interestingly, for 27 (5.1%) of the 529 results never accessed, the clinician had attempted access using the ward terminal before the results were available. Tate et al. found that 15.3% (19/124) of medical records audited for a 2-month period contained no documentation for which either the nurse or physician was aware of the critical laboratory value or had taken corrective action. A study of critical radiology result follow-up found that in four of the 395 (1.0%) suspected malignancy cases, the provider was unaware of the findings. These four inpatients would have been lost to follow-up if the semiautomated coding and review process had not been instituted.

Results which are pending at the time of discharge from hospital present a particular challenge to physicians. Roy et al. found that hospital physicians were unaware of 65 results (61.6% (95% CI 51.3% to 70.9%)), and of these, 24 (37.1% (95% CI 25.7% to 50.2%)) were actionable, with eight (12.6% (95% CI 6.4% to 23.3%)) requiring urgent action. Although several limitations were reported in this study, they concluded that there was a need for better systems to follow up results that arrive after a patient is discharged.

Patients treated in the ED
Extent of failure to follow-up results and impact on patient outcomes

Seven studies quantified the extent of failure to follow-up in EDs. This ranged from 1.0% to 75% of tests and 0% to 16.5% of patients treated in the ED. Test types included: radiology with failure to follow-up ranging from none to 5.6%; microbiology with failed follow-up ranging from 3.0% to 75%; serum lead levels with 33.3% lost to follow-up; and urgent biochemistry with 44.7% not followed up. One study examined 122 closed malpractice claims, for which test types were unknown, from four liability insurers for injuries which ED patients sustained between 1979 and 2001. The study found that 79 of the 122 claims involved missed ED diagnoses that harmed patients, and 13 of these 79 claims (16.5%) identified the breakdown to have occurred at the step of test results transmitted to and received by the provider.

All seven studies explored the impact on patient outcomes: a delayed diagnosis from a missed x-ray report, one case of missed positive Chlamydia where the patient subsequently developed pelvic inflammatory disease, inappropriate or unnecessary antibiotics prescribed, missed cancer diagnoses and death.

DISCUSSION

Extent of the problem and impact on patient outcomes

There is evidence to suggest that the proportion of missed test results is a substantial problem which impacts on patient safety. However, there was enormous variability reported on the extent of the problem. Lack of follow-up of test results for patients treated in the ED ranged from 1.0% to 75% and for inpatients from 20.04% to 61.9% when calculated as a proportion of tests. The range when calculated as a proportion of patients was 0% to 16.5% for patients treated in the ED and 1.0% to 22.9% for hospital inpatients. Examples of serious patient outcomes were identified, including missed cancer diagnoses and positive Chlamydia with subsequent development of pelvic inflammatory disease.

The studies were heterogeneous in their approach limiting robust comparison. Medical record review was frequently used, which relied upon documentary evidence of follow-up. This may lead to an overestimation of the problem, since, in some cases, results may have been seen and acted upon but not documented. Publication bias may also be a factor whereby papers which reported high rates of missed test results are more likely to be published than those which did not. We found that factors associated with missed results included: the systems and practices used; reporting critical results, and test results for patients moving across care settings.

Systems and practices used to follow-up test results

Only two studies described complete electronic test management systems where tests were ordered online and results reported electronically with no paper used. The rate of missed results was high in both these studies, although it could be argued that the technology made the problem more explicit and easier to measure. Rates were also high in hospitals which used entirely paper-based systems and in those which used a mixture of paper and electronic systems. There was no evidence of any link between the system used and the extent of missed test results. Other studies have shown that the use of hybrid paper and electronic clinical information systems is associated with errors and duplications, with complete electronic systems showing fewer errors. A study of outpatient test results reported that the use of a partial electronic medical record (paper-based progress notes and electronic test results or vice versa) was associated with higher rates of failure to inform patients of clinically significant results compared...
with not having an electronic medical record (OR=1.92; p=0.03), or compared with having an electronic medical record that included both progress notes and test results (OR=2.37; p=0.007). A qualitative study which evaluated an electronic results management system in paediatric ambulatory care found that practices which had fully adopted the electronic system reported gains in efficiency, reliability, timeliness and provider satisfaction, whereas some partial adopters reported decreased efficiency and increased risk of lost test results.

Despite many advocates of the use of information technologies to improve the management of test results, few studies have evaluated electronic test management systems, and results have been mixed. Existing electronic systems now provide the capacity for clinicians to acknowledge that they have viewed test results on-line and document their follow-up actions. Electronic test management systems also have the capability of reporting results to the ordering clinician and other members of the team to facilitate endorsement of results in team-based environments and shift handover situations. This on-line endorsement function would enable reports of rates of missed test results to be produced which could provide a continuous quality audit capability for use by management and physicians.

Advances in the functionality of test management systems are not sufficient to solve the problem. The complexity of the test management process and high volume of test results requires significant review and reform of work practices to allow electronic endorsement to occur easily. Management of test results can differ depending on the needs and work practices of physicians in different clinical settings, and so electronic test management systems need to be flexible to adapt to these divergent requirements.

### Reporting of critical test results

A commonly cited problem in test result reporting was the breakdown in the communication process, including documentation of actions, between clinical units and the laboratories. This was particularly evident in studies which reported lack of follow-up for critical test results. Others have identified the follow-up of critical results as an area requiring attention. Despite established practice guidelines requiring critical values to be telephoned to the clinical team, compliance may be low, and information may not always go to the person involved in the patients’ care. The traditional practice of laboratories telephoning results of urgent or critical tests is time-consuming with potential for errors. For the follow-up of critical results to occur without error, the information transfer between laboratory staff and clinicians must be examined to devise technological, work practice and policy solutions which take account of this cross-boundary communication process. Nurses have been shown to play an important role in test-result follow-up and should be included in any solutions devised.

Electronic test management systems provide the potential to support notification of critical results. However, the study by Kilpatrick and Holding concluded that substituting the telephoning of urgent results with computer access could hinder, rather than promote, communication between laboratory and clinicians. Limitations of that study were that computer terminals had been in place for only 6 months, and it was not stated whether all clinicians were mandated to use the computers. Interestingly, Kilpatrick and Holding found that some results were never accessed: clinicians had attempted access via the ward terminals before the results were available. Thus, time may be wasted by clinicians continually checking if results are available. These passive retrieval systems rely on the clinician to ‘pull’ the information from the test management system rather than actively notifying clinicians of urgent results. Active notification of abnormal and critical results to clinicians using alerts has been shown to be effective.

### Test results for patients moving across settings

Our review showed that patients moving across settings, for example, from inpatient to outpatient services, or patients treated in the ED discharged to the care of their general practitioner or to the ward, can cause problems with follow-up of results and continuity of care. The ED is particularly challenging for test-result follow-up due to the high patient throughput, team-based care, handoffs and lack of continuous relationships between patients and clinicians. Given the short length of stay for discharged ED patients, late-arriving results also increase the risk of certain test results being missed. One study reported a more comprehensive test follow-up for hospitalised than for discharged ED patients. Other studies have supported this finding, relating medical errors to discontinuity of care during handoffs between hospital teams or transfer of care between inpatient and outpatient settings. These studies highlight the need for systems, policies and practices which facilitate communication of information across different settings. The discharge summary is a standard means of communication between settings, but it may not always reach the intended recipient or be complete. One advantage of electronic discharge summaries is that family physicians are more likely to receive them in a timely fashion and hence seek to follow up any outstanding results. An electronic test management and discharge summary system which provided secure access...
for health professionals, both in hospital and in the community, could facilitate the follow-up of test results pending at discharge.

CONCLUSIONS

The number of research studies in this area is limited, and the methods used prevent robust comparisons. The existing evidence suggests that the problem of missed test results is considerable and reported negative impacts on patients warrant the exploration of solutions. Further studies are urgently needed to test the effectiveness of interventions such as on-line endorsement of results. Attention must be paid to integration of solutions, particularly those which involve information technology, into clinical work practices.
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